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Why The Ego 
 

The RHP and New Agers rant and rant about the Ego and how its the problem...... And one is 

supposed to overcome and get rid of the Ego.  
 

If one reads the ancient Pagan texts they make a difference between the false ego and the 

actual ego. And they state the ego is one owns consciousness. Its not about getting rid of the 

ego. The Amkara the false ego is the stored impressions in the mind and soul that form 

incorrect perceptions of one's self and reality. Ever like a band years ago only to wonder what 

you where thinking today. That is how that works. The Atman or true self is also called the super 

conscious state that arrives with opening up the mind and soul with raising the serpent of Satan 

in the ancient texts. This occurs slowly over time with spiritual practices like pealing an onion.  

 

The ancient texts stated you don't get rid of the ego you simply perfect it and expand its 

awareness to a super conscious level. 
 

The RHP programs want to break you down so they can then control you with the supra ego of 

the bible they want to replace your brain with. . Just read about life in a nunnery where they 

have total control over a person's life. The tactic's they use vegan diets, extreme fasting, all 

kinds of physical, sexual and mental abuse. That is why the Catholic Church allows the regime 

of child sexual abuse they know it makes a person unstable and traumatized and it also creates 

a mentally ill dependency on the Church. Where they feel a love for their abuser's and the 

organization they represent. 
 

The RHP whines that Satan represents the EGO and that is why Satan is bad. Why is your own 

soul consciousness a bad thing...... Unless its an obstacle to some freak wanting to have total 

control over you and make you their property. And that is what it all comes down to. The RHP 

ideology of Christianity-Islam is the Jewish program of turning the Gentiles into abused slave 

property of the Jewish race.  

 

This is why Satan's great crime in the judeo-Xian-islam program was refusing to bow down. 

However if you look deeper and understand the terminology of Judaism. Satan's great crime 

was refusing to bow to the Jewish Race. That is openly stated in the Torah. That is why anyone 

who opposes the Jews are called "Satan's" in Judaism.  
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Don't want to bow down Goyim it must be that Satanic ego of yours. Our Bible is supposed to 

get rid of dat there problem, Oy Veh! 
 

 

The Jews as Bobby Fisher a Jew himself stated. Feel a tremendous hatred and burning 

murderous rage for anything or anyone they can't control. He mentioned that is why Jews hate 

nature so much and love to rape the environment and ruin it with pollution with the global 

corporations they own. They hate it because they can't control it. Their resentment and resentful 

rage is also the reason they hate Satan. They know that Satan is a real and living God and the 

God of this planet and the Gentiles. The Jews also known they are nothing but would be false 

gods of this planet. This causes them psychotic hatred of Satan and the Gentiles and why they 

seek to destroy Gentiles on any level. They are trying to be come the false gods of this world 

out of their hatefulness. The Jews are an ugly and evil alien soul that hates the naturally good 

and beautiful. Because they are ugly and alien. 
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Depends as some schools state this relates to losing one's own ego and becoming a zombie 

with an empty smile. However the original texts state the personality remains intact but the 

awareness of the individual now goes beyond the common idea of mind.  
 

 

Alexander wrote:Hinduism and also Buddhism i think and some other eastern religions say 

that Atman is Brahman, the essential nature of our consciousness is the essential nature of 
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the universe, they are one and the same. 
Do you agree with this? 
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